
One of best source to find solutions in the current environment is your workforce. 

Our training solutions are created to empower and align the  thought process of
your teams and provide them with the relevant tools and methodologies.

All you do is identify the desired outcome and we will partner with you to design
and deliver the training.

We do not believe in off the shelf solutions, our trainings are customised after an
expectation session with stakeholders and participants to create a training which
delivers the goods

Better Customer Experience : 
The customer's point-of-view can sometimes get lost in the shuffle of deadlines, budgets, team bandwidth,
and the time available in a workday. Re-training that laser focus on the customer perspective and needs by
means of design thinking can actually vastly improve the customer experience.

Benefits:
Improved Market Share, Improved Team Cohesion, Improved Digital Experience,
Reduced cost of testing

EasyProblemSolving

Pick the outcomes & we will design and deliver the training

Improved Employee Experience:
The biggest asset class of your business is human resource. The moot question is how empowered and
equipped are they? Our trainings are focussed on equipping your employees with latest tools and
methodologies to analyse, identify and streamline processes and procedures that are impacting their
performance

Benefits:
Enhanced collaboration in remote environment, Bottom-up improvement culture, Empowered
workforce and most importantly freeing up your time as a leader

EasyProblemSolving is a  bespoke value consulting firm helping our clients with Strategy Alignment,
Revenue Enhancement, Cost Optimisation and Digital Transformation. Our expertise is in designing
customised solutions using a unique blend of methodologies and technology. 
We have deep domain expertise in Design Thinking, Lean, Six Sigma and Technology aided
transformation.  Our engagement models range from Delivering Trainings, Identifying and Driving
Special Projects and Implementation / Organisation audit.

Business Process Improvement: 
Embark on a BPI program in an effort to improve their operational performance and drive competitive
advantage in the marketplace. BPI leads to quality improvements, service enhancements, cost reductions,
and productivity increases of a business activity or process.

Benefits:
Innovative processes, Foster Business Agility, Business Transformation, Thrive through Disruption

Technology Aided Disruption: 
Digital, Big Data, AI, ML, IOT are the buzzwords but none are silver bullets, identify which solution is most
applicable to your business and get a realistic timeframe of benefit  realisation. This intervention is meant
for Mid-Senior Management in your organisation to understand the applicability of a given tech solution
and evaluate a solution accordingly

Benefits:
Improved understanding of Tech solutions, Evaluate Low cost/Faster alternates, Engage better with
Tech teams

R I G H T  T O O L S  M A K E  I T  E A S Y

Tel: +91 9008 366 558 Email: Sushant@easyprosol.com

Pick the outcomes + Call us + stakeholder interviews = customised training 

Innovation Simplified: 
The world is now divided into two distinct categories, BC & AC (Before and After Corona). As a business
leader, you are trying to grapple with the dynamism in the AC era. i3 (Inventive Ideation for Innovation) can
help - with best practices curated from best of the breed methods, for their suitability to — "making
innovation less hard”

Benefits:
Innovative processes, Foster Business Agility, Business Transformation, Thrive through Disruption

https://www.easyproblemsolving.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/easyproblemsolving-com/?viewAsMember=true

